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Abstract

Original Article

intrOductiOn

Since February 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic is affecting 
nearly all health systems all over the world. Beginning in the 
Wuhan province of China, this pandemic has afforded over 6 
million deaths until now. During the waves of the pandemic, 
health-care systems and hospital beds were overwhelmed 
with COVID-19 patients and many nonemergent patients 
were canceled or postponed. It seems that patients avoided 
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the emergency department due to the fear of COVID-19 and 
presented later and with more advanced illnesses.[1,2] Similarly, 
elective admissions declined due to decreased patient 
allocation from primary health centers and canceled diagnostic 
procedures.[3] Finally, road traffic accidents changed due to 
national quarantine policies. At the beginning of the pandemic, 
questionnaires disclosed that most centers reported a decrease 
in trauma and surgical emergencies and some trauma hubs 
shifted to other hospitals.[4] Another challenge during 
the COVID-19 pandemic was the significantly increased 
mortality of COVID-19 patients after general anesthesia. 
The mortality of COVID-19 patients after surgery is high and 
variates between 5.6% in asymptomatic COVID-19-positive 
patients to 27% in symptomatic patients.[5-8] According to 
these data, a shift to nonoperative management of several 
surgical emergencies occurred, especially for the treatment 
of noncomplicated appendicitis and cholecystitis.[4,9] National 
and internal guidelines requested a higher threshold for 
surgery during the pandemic, particularly in the elderly, and 
postponing of nonurgent procedures.[9] During the first wave 
of the COVID-19 pandemic in Iran, our center was one of the 
first hospitals fully overwhelmed with COVID-19 patients. 
Members of different specialties were involved in the care 
of COVID-19 patients, admission of elective patients was 
stopped and all emergent, urgent, and semi-urgent non-COVID 
patients were hospitalized in one separate emergency ward. 
As the COVID patients filled all hospital wards and intensive 
care units (ICUs), the non-COVID ward was completely 
transferred to the nearest non-COVID hospital for 3 weeks. 
According to these major changes during the pandemic and 
the adverse effects they might have had on patient care, we 
decided to assess the spectrum of general surgery admissions, 
operations, and patient outcomes during the first COVID-19 
wave in comparison to the similar timeframe in the year 
before.

patients and MethOds

Ethics committee approval was attained for this retrospective 
descriptive study (ethics committee approval number: 140.115). 
All general surgery patients who underwent an operation 
from February 23, 2020, to May 21, 2020, were included in 
the study and compared with a similar timeframe in 2019. 
Surgical patients without surgery (e.g., acute pancreatitis) 
were also included. Demographic data including gender, age, 
and COVID-19 status were recorded. COVID-19 status was 
considered positive if the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
test was positive or if typical lung involvement was seen on 
a chest computed tomography scan. Time from symptom 
onset to admission, final diagnosis, and type of surgery was 
documented. Mortality and surgical complications were 
considered as primary endpoints. Total admission time, ICU 
admission time, and nonsurgical complications including 
pulmonary, renal, and hepatic failure were evaluated as 
secondary endpoints. Complications which were assumed 
to be a consequence of late presentation according to the 

surgeon’s opinion were recorded. Data analysis was performed 
using SPSS statistics for Windows, version 26 (IBM Corp., 
Armonk, N.Y., USA). Chi-square test, Fisher’s exact test, and 
logistic regression were used, and a P < 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

results

During the first COVID-19 surge from February 23, 2020, 
to May 21, 2020, 89 patients were admitted to the surgery 
ward. In a similar timeframe in 2019, 251 patients had been 
admitted, showing a 64% decrease in admissions. The mean 
age of patients was 35.65 ± 19.47 years in the COVID-19 
era (Group 1) and 39.46 ± 21.76 in the year before (Group 2), 
showing no significant difference. In Group 1, 73% of 
patients, and in Group 2, 61.4% of patients were male. 
Eighteen patients (20.2%) in Group 1 were diagnosed with 
COVID-19 infection according to symptoms, imaging, and 
PCR test. The mean time from symptom onset to admission 
was 3.19 ± 3.76 days in Group 1 and 2.04 ± 1.85 days 
in Group 2, showing a significant delay (+1.15 days) in 
Group 1 (P = 0.007). During the COVID-19 pandemic, fewer 
patients were admitted to the ICU in comparison to the year 
before (9% vs. 20%, respectively), but ICU admission time 
was longer (9.87 days vs. 3.90 days, respectively). Total 
admission time showed no significant difference between the 

Table 1: Demographic data and time to admission in 
general surgery patients during the COVID‑19 pandemic 
(Group 1) and the year before (Group 2)

Group 1 Group 2 P
Age (years), mean±SD 35.65±19.47 39.46±21.76 0.145*
Male, n (%) 65 (73.0) 154 (61.4) 0.065**
Time to admission (days), mean±SD 3.19±3.76 2.04±1.85 0.007*
ICU admission, n (%) 8 (9) 51 (20) 0.024**
ICU admission time (days), mean±SD 9.87±14.40 3.90±3.22 0.280*
Total admission time (days), 
mean±SD

4.58±9.85 4.19±4.41 0.610*

*Independent t-test, **Yates’ Chi-square test (Yates’ correction for 
continuity). SD: Standard deviation, ICU: Intensive care unit

Table 2: Surgical and nonsurgical complications and 
mortality in general surgery patients during the COVID‑19 
pandemic (Group 1) and the year before (Group 2)

Group 1 
(COVID 

era), n (%)

Group 2 
(non‑COVID), 

n (%)

P

Surgical complications 2 (2.2) 11 (4.4) 0.526*
Pulmonary complications 2 (2.2) 12 (4.8) 0.534*
Renal complications 8 (9) 22 (8.8) 1.0**
Hepatic complications 6 (6.7) 22 (8.8) 0.710**
Complications due to late admission 24 (27) 11 (4.4) 0.000**
Mortality 2 (2.2) 4 (1.6) 0.654*
Mortality due to late admission 1 (1.1) 8 (3.2) 0.455*
*Fisher’s exact test, **Yates’ Chi-square test (Yates’ correction for 
continuity)
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two groups [Table 1]. The rate of postoperative surgical and 
nonsurgical complications, including pulmonary, hepatic, and 
renal complications, showed no significant difference between 
the groups. However, complications which were assumed to 
be a consequence of late presentation were significantly higher 
during the COVID-19 pandemic [Table 2]. The final diagnosis 
of patients showed a remarkable decrease in trauma admissions. 
Blunt trauma admissions dropped from 60 patients to 10, but 
penetrating trauma admissions doubled during the pandemic. 
The rate of appendectomy showed no significant difference, 
but in the pandemic group, the rate of complicated appendicitis 
showed a noticeable increase from 2.8% to 12.3% [Tables 3 
and 4]. COVID-19 era was associated with an increased risk 
for poor outcomes in comparison to a similar time 1 year 
before with a relative risk of 4.45. Similarly, age and time to 
admission were predicting factors for poor outcomes with a 
relative risk of 1.03 and 1.34, respectively [Table 5].

discussiOn

We observed a noticeable decrease in surgery emergency 
ward admissions (64%) during the COVID-19 pandemic in 
comparison to the same timeframe in the year before. Similar 
results are reported from other centers worldwide. A large 
nationwide study in the USA reported a 48% decrease in 
total surgical procedures.[10] Different countries observed a 
noticeable decrease in elective surgical procedures, mostly 
affecting the endocrine, maxillofacial, hand, and esthetic 
surgeries.[10-13] Even a decrease in oncologic surgeries (up 
to 47%) and admissions for urgent surgeries (7%–35%) 
was observed, in part due to decreased patient allocation 
from primary health-care centers and patients avoiding 
hospitals during the lockdown.[2,3,12,14] The observed decrease 
in admissions in our center (64%) was somewhat higher 
than other studies, probably due to the availability of other 
state and private hospitals in the city, which did not admit 
COVID-19 patients and therefore attracted more non-COVID 
patients during the pandemic. During the lockdown, a trend 
toward nonoperative management of inflammatory causes of 
the acute abdomen like appendicitis and cholecystitis was seen. 
Similarly, in our study, a significant decrease in the number 
of performed cholecystectomies was seen (41 operations vs. 
only 9 in the COVID era). Acute cholecystitis was usually 
managed nonoperatively during the pandemic and probably 
many symptomatic patients were treated with antibiotics or 
were operated on in other non-COVID hospitals. The absolute 
number of appendectomies did not decrease in our center 
during the pandemic, but a significant increase in complicated 
appendicitis was observed. Other studies showed a decrease 
in uncomplicated and an increase in complicated appendicitis 
even up to 42%.[1,15]

Trauma admissions were also substantially affected by 
the pandemic. A 29%–67% decrease in trauma patients is 
reported, mostly not only due to decreased road traffic during 
the pandemic but also due to decreased admission of minor 
injuries.[3,16,17] Increased ISS of patients during the pandemic is 
reported, which favors the under-triage of patients.[18-20] In our 
center, trauma admissions decreased dramatically during the 
COVID era, but the performed operations showed a less severe 
decrease. Therefore, it is obvious an under-triage of trauma 
patients had occurred. Many minor injuries were apparently 
referred to other hospitals or not admitted at all. During the 
lockdown, we observed the admission of trauma patients in 
other “nontrauma” centers throughout the city, which was 
a matter of concern, as trauma patient management needs 
a high standard of care including experienced and trained 
personnel and a broad service of imaging and laboratory 
facilities, for example, availability of Focused Assessment 
with Sonography in Trauma (FAST) and blood products. This 
issue was the concern of all surgeons during the pandemic, 
considering also that referring patients from other centers to 
our hospital, if patients needed surgery, proceeded not quickly, 
and standardized, because referral of trauma patients was not 
routine in our city before the pandemic.

Table 3: Final diagnosis of general surgery patients 
during the COVID‑19 pandemic (Group 1) and the year 
before (Group 2)

Final diagnosis Group 1 
(COVID 

era), n (%)

Group 2 
(non‑COVID), 

n (%)

P*

Acute appendicitis 23 (25.8) 68 (27.1) 0.002
Complicated appendicitis 11 (12.3) 7 (2.8)
Acute cholecystitis 10 (11.2) 39 (15.5)
Acute pancreatitis 1 (1.1) 5 (2.0)
Perforated peptic ulcer 1 (1.1) 8 (3.2)
Intestinal obstruction/perforation 7 (7.9) 15 (6.0)
Hernias 6 (6.7) 19 (7.6)
Perianal/diseases 6 (6.7) 15 (6.0)
Pilonidal disease 5 (5.6) 8 (3.2)
Multiple trauma 10 (11.2) 60 (23.9)
Penetrating trauma 6 (6.7) 3 (1.2)
Burns 0 2 (0.8)
Other 3 (3.3) 2 (0.8)
*Fisher’s exact test (Fisher-Freeman-Halton test)

Table 4: Surgeries performed on general surgery patients 
during the COVID‑19 pandemic (Group 1) and the year 
before (Group 2)

Operations Group 1 (COVID 
era), n (%)

Group 2 
(non‑COVID), n (%)

P*

Appendectomy 34 (41) 75 (36.6) 0.345
Cholecystectomy 9 (10.8) 41 (20)
Laparotomy 7 (8.4) 10 (4.9)
Colostomy 0 4 (2)
Herniorrhaphy 6 (7.2) 18 (8.8)
Hemorrhoidectomy 2 (2.4) 4 (2)
Abscess drainage 11 (13.3) 19 (9.3)
Trauma surgery 13 (15.7) 32 (15.6)
Thoracotomy 0 2 (1.0)
Amputation 1 (1.2) 0
*Fisher’s exact test (Fisher-Freeman-Halton test)
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Another outstanding result was the increased number of 
penetrating injuries during the pandemic. One example was 
a woman who was stabbed by her husband with a knife, 
which could be a reflection of the adverse psychological 
effects of the quarantine. Similarly, several studies showed 
a slight increase in penetrating injuries, especially self-harm 
and attempted suicide, probably due to restrictions and home 
confinement.[16,20-23] Time from symptom onset to admission 
in our hospital had increased during the pandemic by more 
than 1 day. This delay in presentation is assumed to be 
the consequence of people’s fear of getting infected with 
COVID-19 in hospitals. Delayed presentation is also reported 
in other studies.[1] ICU admissions were decreased due to lack 
of availability, but ICU admission time was increased. These 
data are depicting obviously that only the most severely ill 
patients were transferred to the ICU and the remaining patients 
had no access to intensive care during the pandemic. Similarly, 
Hakeem et al. reported a 57% decrease in ICU admissions in 
Saudi Arabia.[17] Other studies reported an unchanged ICU 
admission rate but decreased ICU length of stay during the 
pandemic.[24] Mortality and morbidity of general surgery 
patients in our center showed no change during the pandemic. 
Only complications which were assumed to be the consequence 
of late presentation were increased in the pandemic group. 
One example was a patient with a perforated peptic ulcer 
with a very late presentation, who was reoperated due to 
intra-abdominal abscesses. Other studies report similar results. 
In the study of Aviran et al., patients had later presentation, 
higher leukocyte count, creatinine, and C-reactive protein.[2] 
However, paradoxically, almost all studies, including ours, did 
not show a statistically significant increase in overall morbidity 
or mortality during the pandemic.[16,20,25] One study observed 
an increase in morbidity and postoperative complications, but 
not in reinterventions and mortality.[1]

We also assessed the prognostic factors for poor outcomes (death 
or complications related to delayed admission) demonstrating 
that age, time to admission, and COVID era had an adverse 
prognostic effect. Patients in the COVID pandemic had a 
4.4 times higher risk of having a poor prognosis, and a longer 
time to admission showed a relative risk of 1.3. Previous 
studies had warned about the risk of adverse prognosis when 
patients are deprived of surgical access as a collateral effect 
of the pandemic and proposed reorganization of surgical 
services.[26]

cOnclusiOn

During the pandemic, patients have been deprived of surgical 
access with the risk of a worse prognosis. Although morbidity 
and mortality were unchanged, increased time from symptom 
onset to admission, shortage of ICU beds, and a higher rate 
of complicated appendicitis portray the collateral effects of 
the pandemic on general surgery patient care. Total trauma 
admissions decreased not only due to road traffic restrictions 
but also under triage, putting patients at risk for missed 
injuries. The increased number of penetrating injuries is also 
worrying and demanding psychological support during home 
confinement. Efforts should be made to maintain maximal 
surgical care during the pandemic waves. As late presentation 
seems to be in part a result of the patient’s fear of getting 
infected, creating separate centers for non-COVID patients 
might be necessary. The long-term effect of the pandemic due 
to the cancellation of elective procedures, including cancer 
screening and surgery, was not in the scope of our study and 
should be evaluated in future studies.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is the small number of patients from 
a single center. Many patients were admitted to other hospitals 
during the pandemic, which was not included in the study.
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